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Hearing
instruments.
Partners for life.

In the
driver’s seat.

Hearing on
your own terms.
No two people’s hearing needs or wishes
are the same. But there’s one thing we
all have in common: We’re happy that
the days of large, clumsy-looking beige
hearing instruments are far behind
us. Today’s models are tiny, versatile,
high-tech marvels – some are even
rechargeable. And their sleek design is
surprisingly stylish, so it’s perfectly ok if
someone catches a glimpse.
What’s more, modern hearing
instruments feature useful options
for any lifestyle. So whether you’re
looking for a sporty solution or a classy
conversation assistant, you’re sure to find
instruments that fit your needs. It’s never
been easier to jump back into life.
Siemens offers a wide range of hearing
solutions in Receiver-In-the-Canal,
Behind-The-Ear and custom models –
for every kind of wearing preference,
almost any degree of hearing loss, and
nearly any taste in style. And for even
more convenience, there’s a broad variety
of accessories that keep you connected
to your favorite electronic devices.

Solutions for
every listening
situation.

In meetings.

At the theater.

At home.

In the park.

In the pool.

Your Hearing Care Professional will be
glad to help you choose the solution that
is best for you.
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RIC details
at a glance.

Small and powerful:
Meet our RICs.

Their size and design make ReceiverIn-the-Canal hearing instruments an
inconspicuous yet powerful solution, suited
to almost everyone. Because the receiver
sits directly in the ear canal, the housing
is tiny and they can provide a high level of
amplification. Above and beyond this, all
Siemens RICs are IP67-rated which means
they’re resistant to moisture, sweat, dust
and dirt.

Tinnitus noiser
Can help relieve tinnitus
while improving your
hearing – to reduce strain
and provide a more peaceful
state of mind.

Click Dome
Easy to clean and
comfortable to wear.

Actual sizes in cm
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Ultra small
The hearing
instrument is
almost invisible
when worn.
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Ace

miniReceiver 2.0
Discreetly delivers
sound into your ears.
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All Siemens RIC models at a glance
1

> Ace
0
4

Ace

Pure

> Pure

> Orion

Orion
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Siemens RIC hearing
instruments.

Stylish in design, yet discreet in appearance:
Siemens tiny RIC models come in many classy
colors.

Ace

Pure

Consummate technology and design.
Pure™ offers exceptional hearing quality
in miniature. Fitted with the latest
technology, it automatically adapts to
the respective hearing situation, has
personalized tinnitus functions and, when
used with the corresponding accessories,
is rechargeable and boasts wireless
connectivity for a customized hearing
experience based on your needs.
Available colors:

Beige

Granite

Pearl
White

Golden
Blonde

Grey

Brown

Black

Sandy
Dark
Dark
Brown Champagne Granite

Silver

Spirit

Orion

Smaller. Simpler. Smarter.
Ace™ is Siemens tiniest, most discreet
RIC solution. Its fully automatic functions,
reliable functionality and natural sound
quality make it the perfect choice for
first-time users.
Available colors:
Beige

Granite

Grey

Black

Silver

Comfort and reliability.
Robust and dependable, these hearing
instruments offer long-lasting listening
comfort with the added convenience of
adjustments via remote control.
Available colors:

Pearl
White
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Golden
Blonde

Sandy
Brown

Dark
Granite

Spirit

Beige

Granite

Grey

Brown

Black

Silver
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Enjoy comfort and
versatility with our BTEs.

Whatever life has in store for you, our
Behind-The-Ear instruments provide the
perfect sound: Available with LifeTubes or
earhooks, they sit comfortably behind the
ear for an enhanced hearing experience.
Most Siemens BTE models are equipped
with a tinnitus noiser that can help relieve
tinnitus while improving your hearing – to
reduce strain and provide a more peaceful
state of mind.

BTE details
at a glance.

Directional microphones
Increase speech understanding
by focusing on sounds coming
from in front of you.

Dual onboard
controls
Allow you to easily
adjust the volume
or program.

Actual sizes in cm
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Slim neck design
Offers a comfortable,
discreet fit behind
the ear.

Charging contact
Rechargeable so you
don’t have any hassle
with batteries.

Motion SX
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MotionatPXa glance
All Siemens BTE models

1

> Siemens Life
> Motion
> Aquaris

0
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Siemens Life

Motion SX

> Nitro
> Orion
> Sirion

> Intuis
> Lotus
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A selection of
Siemens BTE models.

Nitro

Our all-rounders: Siemens BTE models
come in a variety of housings and colors –
for almost any age, nearly every ear and
mild to profound hearing loss.

Flexible battery
compartment

Super Power. Super connectivity.
NitroTM BTEs combine maximum
amplification, wireless connectivity and a
comfortable fit.
Available colors:

Beige

Motion

Granite

Grey

Brown

Black

Dark
Granite

Flexible battery compartment:
Nitro and some Motion models come equipped with a
child-lock battery door that keeps children from
unintentionally opening the battery compartment.
With a modification and an optional audio shoe these models
easily connect to most common FM solutions.
Flexible battery
compartment

Superb sound meets outstanding comfort.
This versatile line of BTEs offers four
different fully-featured, hassle-free and
reliable models, providing numerous
benefits and ultimate flexibility. And
Motion’s high degree of wearing and
handling comfort makes it an ideal solution
for young to senior wearers.
Available colors:

Beige

Granite

Grey

Additional colors for kids:

Candy
Pink
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Galactic
Blue

Black

Silver

Dark
Granite

Sandy
Brown

Additional colors for some models:

Dark
Pearl
Champagne White

Golden
Blonde

Brown

Aquaris

Waterproof, dustproof, and shock-resistant.
Sweat, dust, dirt and sand mean nothing to
Aquaris™, the only waterproof, IP68-rated
hearing instrument on the market. This
solution lets you take life to the extreme.
Available colors:

Sandy

Silver
Lake

Seagull

Stony
Beach

Aqua
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Just a perfect match:
Our custom instruments.

Custom details
at a glance.

CIC in the ear

Custom models are tailor-made for your
individual ear anatomy and hearing
loss, offering a perfect fit and absolute
discretion. There are three types, differing
in size and placement within the ear canal.
In-The-Ear instruments are worn in the
bowl of your ear, In-The-Canal models fit in
the ear canal and Completely-In-the-Canal
instruments are so tiny that they are
practically invisible.

Push button
For easy program
adjustments.

Battery door
For quick and easy
battery exchange.

Rotary volume
control
For quick
adjustments in
any listening
situation.
Insio ITE

Actual sizes in cm

Removal cord
For easy removal
from the ear.
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Insio CIC

Insio ITC
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All Siemens custom models at a glance

1

0
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Insio CIC

> Insio
> Motion
> Nitro

> Orion
> Sirion
> Intuis

> Intuis
> Lotus
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A choice of Siemens
custom models.

Intuis

CIC

ITC

ITE

Easy on the ears.
Straightforward, comfortable and reliable:
This line offers hearing comfort in any
situation.
Available colors:

Our inconspicuous custom instruments are
available in various skin tone colors so they
can discreetly blend in to the ear.
Insio

Beige

Tan

Brown

Lotus

IIC

CIC

ITC

ITE

Live your individuality.
Insio™ is equipped with a tinnitus noiser
and can wirelessly connect to your favorite
Bluetooth enabled devices – offering a new
level in sound quality and convenience.

CIC

ITC

ITE

The reliable solution.
Proven technology, easy use and
good audio quality for a fine hearing
experience.
Available colors:

Available colors CIC, ITC, ITE:
Beige
Beige

Tan

Mocha

Brown

Tan

Brown

Dark
Brown

Available colors IIC:

Dark brown faceplate
with white shell
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Accessories:
For full control
and connectivity.

Connectivity for
ultimate convenience:
Audio streamers.
The Tek™ and miniTek™ audio streamers
and remote controls transmit sound from
audio sources directly into your ears.
You can use the Tek and the miniTek to
talk on your mobile phone, stream your
favorite song or watch TV at your preferred
volume without disturbing others by
simply adjusting the volume on the audio
streamers.

Siemens’ broad range of accessories allow
for discretion and ease while at the same
time highlighting convenience.
Audio streamers feed audio signals from
various sound sources straight into your
hearing instruments, remote controls
allow for discreet program and volume
adjustments, and rechargers avoid
annoying trouble with tiny batteries.

Plus: For even more discretion and
convenience, miniTek can be controlled by
Android* smartphones with the miniTek
Remote App, available in the Google Play*
Store.

So whatever your hobbies, whatever
your passions, you can have your
mind free to enjoy them.

Tek

miniTek

miniTek
Remote App

*Android and Google Play are trademarks of Google Inc.
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Full control at your
finger tips:
Remote controls.
Easily and inconspicuously adjust your
hearing program settings with our sleek
and stylish ePen™, easyPocket™ and
ProPocket™ remote controls.

Finding the
perfect model.
Because each person has different hearing
preferences, there is no “one size fits all”
answer to hearing loss; each solution is as
unique as the individual.
But there are three main factors that
influence anyone’s choice: Ear anatomy,
degree of hearing loss, and personal
lifestyle.
Your Hearing Care Professional will be
happy to help you find the solution that
is best for you.

ePen
easyPocket

ProPocket

Hassle-free and
environmentally
friendly: Rechargeability.
The eCharger recharges and dries hearing
instruments overnight
so you don’t need
to fiddle with small
batteries.

eCharger
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Stay tuned. As you can see, Siemens offers a broad
range of hearing instruments and accessories that
meet the individual needs of anyone with hearing
loss. If you would like further information, see
our full catalogue or talk to your Hearing Care
Professional.
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The Bluetooth word mark and logos are owned by the
Bluetooth SIG, Inc. and any use of such marks by Siemens
Audiologische Technik is under license. Other trademarks
and trade names are those of their respective owners.
The information in this document contains general
descriptions of the technical options available, which do
not always have to be present in individual cases and are
subject to change without prior notice.
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